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An Act to regulate the operation of centres at which asylum seekers and certain other
persons brought to the Republic under the Migration Act 1958 of the Commonwealth of
Australia are required to reside, to establish certain protections for those persons and set
out their obligations, to impose duties on the person managing operations at a centre and
confer powers on certain persons in relation to a centre or persons residing there and to
appoint the Minister as guardian of certain children and for related purposes.

Enacted by the Parliament of Nauru as follows:

PART 1 — PRELIMINARY

1 Short title
This Act may be cited as the Asylum Seekers (Regional Processing Centre)

Act 2012.

2 Commencement
This Act commences on a date to be notified by the Minister in the Gazette and
came into effect on 15 March 2013.

3 Definitions

(1) In this Act:

‘authorised officer’ means a person appointed as an authorised officer by
the Secretary under Section 17(1);

‘Australian Act’

[def rep Act 23 of 2015 s 4, opn 23 Oct 2015]

‘breach of discipline’ under Section 24 includes but is not limited to:
(a) wilful disobedience of the Centre Rules;
(b) disobeying a lawful direction of an authorised officer, police officer or

an Operational Manager;
(c) using abusive, indecent, insulting, obscene, racial, offensive or

threatening language towards an authorised officer, staff of the Centre,
visitors or other protected persons;

(d) acting in a way that is contrary to the security or good order of the
Centre;

(e) wilfully damaging, destroying, removing or otherwise interfering with
any property of the Centre; or

(f) attempting to do any of the above;

[def insrt Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [1], opn 21 May 2014]

‘Centre’ means the regional processing centre;

[def insrt Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [1], opn 21 May 2014]

‘centre rules’ means rules made under Section 7(1);

‘controlled item’ means any article provided in a list by an Operational
Manager under Section 18 (3) of this Act;

[def insrt Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [1], opn 21 May 2014]
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‘frisk search’ of a person means a search carried out by quickly running
hands over the person’s outer clothing;

‘general search’

(a) of a person means a search:

(i) to reveal the contents of the person’s outer garments, general
clothes or hand luggage; or

(ii) in which the person may be required to open his or her hands or
mouth for visual inspection or to shake his or her hair vigorously;
or

(b) of a place means a search:

(i) to reveal the contents of a person’s living space and any cooking,
washing or recreational facilities used or frequented by persons,
including protected persons, within the Centre; or

(ii) to reveal the contents of the infrastructure of, or other property at,
the Centre;

[def insrt Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [1], opn 21 May 2014]

‘health and security clearance certificate’

[def rep Act 23 of 2015 s 4, opn 23 Oct 2015]

‘instruments of restraint’ include handcuffs, ankle cuffs, batons, strait
jackets, long range acoustic devices, gas and water deployment devices,
chemical substances or riot control equipment;

[def subst Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [1], opn 21 May 2014]

‘Joint Advisory Committee’ means the Joint Committee established to
oversee the practical arrangements required to implement the MOU, as
required by clause 17 of the MOU;

‘MOU’ means the Memorandum of Understanding between the Republic of
Nauru and the Commonwealth of Australia relating to the transfer to, and
assessment of persons in, the Republic and related issues dated 29 August
2012;

‘Operational Manager’, in relation to a regional processing centre, means
the person, however described, who has been given responsibility by the
Commonwealth of Australia or by the Minister for managing operations at
the Centre and who is declared under subsection (2);

‘prohibited item’ means:
(a) a firearm, knife or other article made or adapted for use, or capable of

being used, for inflicting bodily injury;
(b) an explosive or other lethal device within the meaning of the Counter

Terrorism and Transnational Organised Crime Act 2004;
(c) liquor within the meaning of the Liquor Control Act 2017;
(d) illicit drugs within the meaning of the Illicit Drugs Control Act 2004 or

any equipment for administering such drugs; or
(e) any other article as provided under Section 18(3) of this Act;

[def am Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [1], opn 21 May 2014]

‘protected person’ means a person who is:
(a) the holder of a regional processing centre visa;
(b) determined to be a refugee;
(c) given derivative status; or

s 3LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF NAURU
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(d) owed complementary protection;
[def subst Act 29 of 2018 s 4, opn 4 Oct 2018]

‘refugee’ has the same meaning as in the Refugees Convention Act 2012;

‘Refugee Status Review Tribunal’ means the Refugee Status Review
Tribunal established under Section 11 of the Refugees Convention Act
2012;

‘regional processing centre’ includes:
(a) any land or premises operating wholly or predominantly as a place

where protected persons reside;
(b) a prison, a police station, a remand centre, a holding cell, an isolation

room, a hospital, a school, a court room, an airport and anywhere in
transit between these places; and

(c) any other place that is approved by the Minister in writing;
[def subst Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [1], opn 21 May 2014]

‘scanning search’
(a) of a person, means a search carried out by using an electronic or

mechanical device, whether handheld or otherwise, over or in close
proximity to person’s outer clothing; or

(b) of a place, means a search carried out by using an electronic or
mechanical device, whether handheld or otherwise, in and around an
area of the regional processing centre;

[def subst Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [1], opn 21 May 2014]

‘Secretary’ means the Secretary for Multicultural Affairs;
[def subst Act 16 of 2017 s 4, opn 3 Aug 2017]

‘service provider’ means a body that has been engaged by the Republic or
the Commonwealth of Australia to provide services of any kind at a
regional processing centre or in relation to protected persons;

‘staff member’, in relation to a regional processing centre, means a person
employed or engaged to provide services at the centre or to assist in any
way in its management or operation and includes:
(a) any officer of the Republic or the Commonwealth of Australia who has

been assigned duties at the Centre; and
(b) any person working as a volunteer at the Centre; and

‘unaccompanied child’ means a protected person who is a child and who
when brought to the Republic was not accompanied by his or her parent or
guardian.

(2) The Secretary shall by Gazette notice declare who is the Operational
Manager of a specified regional processing centre for the purposes of this
Act.

(3) A person may be declared under subsection (2):
(a) by name; or
(b) by reference to the office, position or designation held or occupied by

the person.

4 Refugee protections not affected
This Act does not affect any rights or protections that a refugee has under:
(a) the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees done at Geneva on 28

July 1951;

s 4 ASYLUM SEEKERS (REGIONAL PROCESSING CENTRE) ACT 2012
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(b) the Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees done at New York on 31
January 1967;

(c) the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment done at New York on 10 December 1984;

(d) the Optional Protocol to the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment done at New York on
18 December 2002; or

(e) the Refugees Convention Act 2012.

s 4LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF NAURU
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PART 2 — REGIONAL PROCESSING CENTRES

DIVISION 1 — DUTIES OF OPERATIONAL MANAGER

5 General duty
The Operational Manager of a regional processing centre has a duty to ensure
that each protected person residing at the Centre is treated in a fair and humane
manner consistent with the written laws of the Republic.

6 Particular duties
(1) Without limiting Section 5, the Operational Manager of a regional

processing centre has a duty to ensure that each protected person residing
at the Centre is provided with the following:
(a) information, in a language that he or she can understand, about:

(i) the services available to him or her;
(ii) the Centre rules;

(iii) his or her rights and obligations under this Act;
(iv) the procedure for making complaints about the operation of the

Centre and how those complaints will be dealt with;
(v) the procedure for having his or her status as a refugee determined

under the Refugees Convention Act 2012;
(vi) the procedure for obtaining resettlement in a place outside the

Republic; and
(vii) the procedure for voluntary return to the country of his or her

nationality;
(b) a copy of the Centre rules, as in force from time to time, written in a

language that he or she can understand;
(c) food that is adequate to maintain his or her health and well-being

including any special food that is required for medical reasons or on
account of religious beliefs or vegetarianism;

(d) clean and sufficient clothing, adequate bedding and other essential
items;

(e) access to appropriate washing and toilet facilities;
(f) access to medical, including mental health and dental, care and

treatment to the standard that he or she might reasonably have access to
if he or she were living in the general community in the Republic;

(g) if a child, access to facilities for obtaining education to the standard that
he or she might reasonably have access to if he or she were living in the
general community in the Republic;

(h) access to appropriate interpretation facilities to enable him or her to
understand any oral or written communication made or given to him or
her;

(i) access to counselling facilities;
(j) access to facilities for the conduct of religious ceremonies and

observances;
(k) access to materials and facilities for physical exercise and recreation;
(l) opportunities to associate with other residents, including for the pursuit

of cultural or religious activities;
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(m) access to facilities for sending and receiving written correspondence
including in electronic form;

(n) assistance with transport for the purpose of attending any proceedings
connected with the determination of his or her status as a refugee, his
or her resettlement in a place outside the Republic or any other right or
protection that he or she may have as mentioned in Section 4;

(o) access to an area where legal advice can be obtained in confidence and
privacy; and

(p) anything else that the Secretary thinks ought to be provided to the
person because of any special needs that he or she has on account of his
or her age or because he or she is disabled, a parent, pregnant, an
unaccompanied child or a person who has been subjected to torture,
rape or other serious forms of psychological, physical or sexual
violence.

(2) The Operational Manager of a regional processing centre has a duty to
ensure that protected persons residing at the Centre are encouraged to
maintain their mental and physical health and to use their leisure time
constructively.

(3) The Operational Manager of a regional processing centre has a duty to
ensure that restrictions on the movement of a protected person residing at
the Centre are limited to the minimum necessary to maintain the security
and good order of the Centre.

(4) The Operational Manager of a regional processing centre has a duty to
ensure that a protected person residing at the Centre:
(a) is not subjected to corporal punishment in any form;
(b) does not have any instruments of restraint used on him or her by way

of punishment; and
(c) is not kept in solitary confinement by way of punishment.

(5) The Operational Manager of a regional processing centre has a duty to
provide:
(a) a detailed report as soon as practicable to the Secretary on the use of

force by an authorised officer against a protected person under Section
24(2); and

(b) to the Secretary, within the period specified by the Secretary, any
information relating to the operation of the Centre that the Secretary
may request.

(6) The Operational Manager of a regional processing centre has a duty to
facilitate the exercise by a person of a power of inspection conferred by
Section 13, including ensuring that the person can meet with a protected
person without any staff member other than an interpreter being present.

DIVISION 2 — CENTRE RULES

7 Power to make rules
(1) The Operational Manager of a regional processing centre shall make rules

for the security, good order and management of the Centre and the care and
welfare of protected persons residing there.

(2) Without limiting subsection (1), rules:
(a) may set out requirements to be complied with by persons seeking entry

to the Centre;

s 6LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF NAURU
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(b) may restrict the movement of persons into specified areas within the
Centre; and

(c) [repealed]
(d) [repealed]
(e) [repealed]
(f) shall put in place procedures to ensure access to the Centre for a legal

practitioner who wishes to enter in order to provide legal advice to a
protected person who is his or her client.

[subs (2) am Act 23 of 2015 s 5, opn 23 Oct 2015]

(3) Persons exercising a power of inspection conferred by Section 13 are
exempt from rules of a kind referred to in subsection (2)(a) or (b).

8 Power of Minister to cause Centre rules to be changed

(1) The Minister may at any time, on the recommendation of the Secretary, by
notice in writing direct the Operational Manager to amend the Centre rules
by making an amending instrument in the form specified in the notice.

(2) Subsection (1) applies, whether or not the amendments being directed were
changes recommended under Section 18(4) of the Interpretation Act 2011.

(3) Where the Centre rules are not amended as specified in a notice under
subsection (1), 14 days after the day on which the notice is given to the
Operational Manager, the Operational Manager is taken to have made
under Section 7(1) on that date an amending instrument in the form
specified in the notice.

(4) Section 18 of the Interpretation Act 2011 does not apply to rules that are
taken to have been made by subsection (3) but Sections 15, 16 and 17 of
that Act do apply.

DIVISION 3 — OBLIGATIONS OF PROTECTED PERSONS

9 Obligations of protected persons
A protected person residing at a regional processing centre has the following
obligations:
(a) to comply with the Centre rules;
(b) not to have a prohibited item in their possession;
(c) to keep their living space, and any cooking, washing and toilet facilities

that they use, in a clean condition;
(d) not to damage the infrastructure of, or other property at, the Centre;
(e) not to do anything that endangers or is likely to endanger the safety and

welfare of other protected persons residing at the Centre or of a staff
member;

(f) not to do anything that affects, or is likely to affect, adversely the security
or good order of the Centre; and

(g) to comply with the written laws of the Republic.

DIVISION 4 — HEALTH AND SECURITY CLEARANCE

10 Assessment about health and security
[s 10 rep Act 23 of 2015 s 6, opn 23 Oct 2015]

s 10 ASYLUM SEEKERS (REGIONAL PROCESSING CENTRE) ACT 2012
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11 Cancellation of certificate
[s 11 rep Act 23 of 2015 s 6, opn 23 Oct 2015]

12 Suspension of certificate
[s 12 rep Act 23 of 2015 s 6, opn 23 Oct 2015]

DIVISION 5 — INSPECTION

13 Inspection
A Judge of the Supreme Court, a member of the Refugee Status Review
Tribunal, a member of the Joint Advisory Committee, a representative of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees or any person authorised in
writing by the Secretary to do so may enter and inspect a regional processing
centre at any time.

s 11LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF NAURU
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PART 3 — PROTECTION OF CHILDREN

14 Rights of children
It is the intention of Parliament that, in the treatment of a protected person who
is a child, regard shall be had to the terms of the Convention on the Rights of the
Child done at New York on 20 November 1989.

15 Guardianship of unaccompanied children

(1) The Minister is the guardian of the person, and of the estate in the Republic,
of every unaccompanied child who arrives in the Republic to the exclusion
of the parents and every other guardian of the child.

(2) The Minister has, as guardian, the same rights, powers and duties in respect
of the unaccompanied child as he or she would have if he or she had been
appointed by the Supreme Court or the Family Court as sole guardian of the
child under the Guardianship of Children Act 1975.

(3) The Minister continues to be the guardian of an unaccompanied child, even
if the child ceases residing at a regional processing centre, until one of the
following occurs:
(a) the child attains the age of 18 years;
(b) the child marries;
(c) a parent of the child arrives in the Republic;
(d) the Supreme Court or the Family Court makes an order concerning the

child’s guardianship under the Guardianship of Children Act 1975; or
(e) the child leaves the Republic permanently.

(4) Where the Minister has ceased to be the guardian of a child only because
of the arrival in the Republic of a parent of the child and that parent leaves
the Republic, the Minister becomes again the guardian of the child and
continues as such subject to subsection (3).

(5) The Minister may, in relation to an unaccompanied child of whom he or she
is the guardian, delegate in writing to any person described in subsection
(6), any power or function that he or she has as guardian.

(6) A delegate shall be a person whom the Minister is satisfied is:
(a) a fit and proper person to exercise the delegated power or function; and
(b) a member or employee of, or a person working as a volunteer for, a

body corporate established wholly or predominantly for advancing the
welfare and protection of children or other vulnerable persons.

[subs (6) am Act 25 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [1], opn 30 Dec 2014]

(7) The Supreme Court may, on the application of an interested person, review
a decision of the Minister under subsection (5).

(8) For the purposes of subsection (7), a person is only an interested person if
he or she is aware of particular facts or issues relating to the child that give
rise in him or her to a concern that the delegation is not in the best interests
of the child.

(9) On an application under subsection (7), the Supreme Court may confirm the
delegation or, if satisfied that it is not in the best interests of the child, shall
revoke it.
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PART 4 — ENFORCEMENT

DIVISION 1 — SERVICE PROVIDERS AND AUTHORISED OFFICERS

16 Agreement with service provider

(1) The Secretary shall enter into agreements with any service provider on
behalf of the Republic.

[subs (1) subst Act 16 of 2017 s 5, opn 3 Aug 2017]

(2) An agreement under subsection (1), shall provide for:
(a) the procedure for the appointment as authorised officers of staff

members employed by, or engaged to provide services for, the service
provider;

(b) steps to be taken by the service provider to ensure that all relevant
provisions of this Act are complied with;

(c) the submission by the service provider to the Secretary of periodic
reports in relation to the provision of services by it that are in the form,
and deal with the particular matters, specified in the agreement; and

(d) an indemnity by the service provider in favour of the Government of
Nauru, the Minister and the Secretary.

17 Appointment of authorised officers

(1) The Secretary may appoint as an authorised officer for a regional
processing centre a staff member, who is employed by a service provider
and who has been contracted to provide services for the Centre.

[subs (1) subst Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [2], opn 21 May 2014]

(2) The Secretary may only appoint as an authorised officer a person whom the
Secretary is satisfied:
(a) is competent to exercise the powers conferred on an authorised officer

by this Part;
(b) is a fit and proper person to exercise those powers, having regard to

character, honesty and integrity; and
(c) has agreed in writing to exercise those powers.

(3) The Secretary shall issue an identity card to each authorised officer.

(4) An identity card shall:
(a) contain a photograph of the authorised officer;
(b) specify a unique number by which the authorised officer may be

identified; and
(c) be signed by the Secretary.

(5) An authorised officer issued with an identity card shall:
(a) at all times while on duty, wear it in such a manner that it is visible to

other persons; and
(b) produce it on being requested to do so by a protected person in relation

to whom the authorised officer is exercising or proposing to exercise,
any power under this Part.

DIVISION 2 — POWERS OF AUTHORISED OFFICERS AND POLICE

[Div 2 heading subst Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [3], opn 21 May 2014]
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18 Taking prohibited or controlled items into Centre

(1) A person shall not:
(a) take, or attempt to take, a prohibited or controlled item into a Centre

facility;
(b) cause, or attempt to cause, a prohibited or controlled item to be taken

into a Centre facility;
(c) give, or attempt to give, a prohibited or controlled item to a protected

person in a Centre facility; or
(d) cause, or attempt to cause, a prohibited or controlled item to be given

to a protected person in a Centre facility.

(2) A person does not commit an offence against subsection (1) if, for the
relevant act carried out or attempted, the person has the approval of an
Operational Manager of the Centre.

(3) An Operational Manager after consultation with the Secretary, shall from
time to time publish a list of prohibited and controlled items that shall apply
to protected persons, visitors and staff at the Centre.

[s 18 subst Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [4], opn 21 May 2014]

18A Removing items from or bringing items into Centre

(1) It is an offence to:
(a) bring into the Centre any prohibited or controlled items; or
(b) remove any items, articles or property belonging to the Centre.

(2) A person suspected of breaching the provisions of subsection (1), may be
subjected to a search under Section 19 of this Act.

(3) It is an offence for a person in a position of authority, power or trust to trade
for services or favours, any consumables that are supplied to a protected
person.

(4) Subject to subsection (5), a person who contravenes subsection (1), is liable
upon conviction to imprisonment for a period not exceeding 3 months or to
a fine not exceeding $100 or to both.

(5) A person who is acting in the course of their official duty is not guilty of
contravening subsection (1).

[s 18A subst Act 23 of 2015 s 7, opn 23 Oct 2015]

18B Entering Centre without approval

(1) A person shall not:
(a) enter or attempt to enter the Centre without prior approval; or
(b) assume a false identity for the purposes of entering the Centre.

(2) A person found unlawfully within the boundaries of the Centre area shall be
guilty of an offence and liable upon conviction to imprisonment for a
period not exceeding 3 months or to a fine not exceeding $100 or to both
such fine and imprisonment.

[s 18B insrt Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [6], opn 21 May 2014]

18C Open Centre

(1) There is hereby established an Open Centre.

(2) The Open Centre shall remain open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
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(3) Subject to subsection (4), residents of the Centre may enter or leave the
Centre at their will subject to the following conditions:
(a) that they provide their identification card upon re-entry to the Centre;

and
(b) that if required, they are to subject themselves to the search provisions

under Section 19.

(4) Where a person poses a risk to public health, safety or security or is a risk
of harm to him or herself or others, the Operational Manager may require
the person to remain in the Centre for such time as the Operational
Manager may determine.

(5) In making a decision under subsection (4), the Operational Manager shall
consult with a health practitioner to determine the level of risk that the
person poses and the length of time that the person may be required to
remain in the Centre.

[s 18C subst Act 23 of 2015 s 8, opn 23 Oct 2015]

18D Interviewing and photographing protected persons, etc
(1) A person shall not:

(a) interview a protected person or get a written or recorded statement from
a protected person whether the protected person is inside or outside the
Centre; or

(b) publish by any means whatsoever, a photograph of a protected person
whether the protected person is inside or outside the Centre.

[subs (1) am Act 23 of 2015 s 9, opn 23 Oct 2015]

(2) A person who contravenes subsection (1), commits an offence and is liable
upon conviction to imprisonment for a period not exceeding 3 months or to
a fine not exceeding $100 or to both.

(3) A person does not commit an offence against subsection (1), if the person
is:
(a) a legal practitioner appearing for the protected person;
(b) being instructed to do so for the purposes of the requirements under the

Refugee Convention Act 2012;
(c) an employee of the Centre who has been required by his or her

employment to take such photographs or statements;
(d) an employee of a law enforcement agency who has been required by

his or her employment to take such statements and has received
approval from the Secretary; or

(e) a person who has the Secretary’s approval.
[subs (3) am Act 23 of 2015 s 9, opn 23 Oct 2015]

[s 18D insrt Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [8], opn 21 May 2014]

DIVISION 3 — POWERS OF AUTHORISED OFFICERS AND POLICE

[Div 3 heading insrt Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [9], opn 21 May 2014]

19 Power of authorised officers to search
(1) An authorised officer may examine anything being brought into or taken

out of the Centre, and may require any person who is in or about to enter
the Centre to submit to a search for the purpose of detecting the presence
of a prohibited or controlled item, or anything that jeopardises or is likely
to jeopardise:

s 19 ASYLUM SEEKERS (REGIONAL PROCESSING CENTRE) ACT 2012
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(a) the security or good order of the Centre; or
(b) the safety of persons in the Centre.

(2) An authorised officer exercising his or her powers under this Section, may
require a person to do any of the following:
(a) submit to a frisk search, a strip search or a scanning search;
(b) empty the contents of all pockets in the person’s clothing and allow an

examination of those contents; or
(c) allow any bag or other receptacle carried by the person to be searched,

whether by hand or by using an electronic or mechanical device.

(3) An authorised officer who, during a search, finds a prohibited or controlled
item or to whom a prohibited or controlled item is surrendered, may seize
and retain that item.

(4) Where an item seized under subsection (3) is an item the possession of
which would constitute an offence under a written law of the Republic, the
authorised officer shall ensure that it is given to a police officer as soon as
practicable.

(5) Subject to subsection (4), any other item seized under subsection (3), shall
be handed over to the Operational Manager of the Centre to be retained and
returned to the person upon him or her ceasing to reside at the Centre.

(6) Where it is not practicable to comply with subsection (5), the Operational
Manager, in consultation with the Secretary, may authorise the destruction
or other disposal of the item.

(7) The Operational Manager shall establish a register that records the details
of each strip search conducted under subsection (1), and include:
(a) the names of the persons present during the search;
(b) the reasons why the search was conducted; and
(c) details of anything seized during the search.

[s 19 subst Act 23 of 2015 s 10, opn 23 Oct 2015]

19A Powers of authorised officer to search premises
An authorised officer who suspects on reasonable grounds that a protected
person may have in their possession a prohibited or controlled item, may,
without warrant, break, enter and conduct a search of any place within a
regional processing centre at or in which the authorised officer suspects that a
prohibited item may be found.
[s 19A insrt Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [11], opn 21 May 2014]

19B Provisions relating to search of persons

(1) A strip search under Section 19(2)(a), shall only be conducted if:
(a) an authorised officer suspects on reasonable grounds that it is necessary

to conduct a search of the person for the purposes of the search;
(b) the seriousness and urgency of the circumstances require the strip

search to be carried out; and
(c) the Secretary has been notified.

[subs (1) am Act 23 of 2015 s 11, opn 23 Oct 2015]

(2) Where the seriousness and urgency of the circumstances make it impossible
to comply with subsection (1)(c), authority to conduct a search under this
Section may be sought from an Operational Manager.

[s 19B insrt Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [12], opn 21 May 2014]
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19C Preservation of privacy and dignity

(1) An authorised officer who searches a person shall, as far as is reasonably
practicable in the circumstances, comply with this Section.

(2) The authorised officer shall inform the person to be searched of the
following matters:
(a) whether the person will be required to remove clothing during the

search; and
(b) why it is necessary to remove the clothing.

(3) The authorised officer shall conduct the search:
(a) in a way that provides reasonable privacy for the person searched; and
(b) as quickly as is reasonably practicable.

(4) The authorised officer shall conduct the least invasive kind of search
practicable in the circumstances.

(5) The authorised officer shall not search the genital area of the person
searched, or in the case of female or a transgender person who identifies as
a female, the person’s breasts unless the authorised officer suspects on
reasonable grounds that it is necessary to do so for the purposes of the
search.

(6) A search shall be conducted by an authorised officer of the same sex as the
person searched or by a person of the same sex.

(7) A person shall be allowed to dress as soon as a search is finished.

(8) Where clothing is seized because of the search, the authorised officer shall
ensure the person searched is left with or given reasonably appropriate
clothing.

[s 19C insrt Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [13], opn 21 May 2014]

19D Rules for conduct of strip searches

(1) An authorised officer, before conducting a strip search, shall:
(a) be trained to conduct such searches;
(b) shall have informed the Secretary of the necessity of such a search; and
(c) have received the authority to conduct such search from the Secretary.

(2) Where the seriousness and urgency of the circumstances make it impossible
to comply with subsection (1)(c), authority to conduct a search under this
Section may be sought from an Operational Manager.

(3) An authorised officer who strip searches a person shall, as far as is
reasonably practicable in the circumstances, comply with the following:
(a) the strip search shall be conducted in a private area;
(b) the strip search shall not be conducted in the presence or view of a

person who is of the opposite sex to the person being searched; and
(c) except as provided by this Section, the strip search shall not be

conducted in the presence or view of a person whose presence is not
necessary for the purposes of the search.

(4) A parent, guardian or personal representative of the person being searched
may, if it is reasonably practicable in the circumstances, be present during
a search if the person being searched has no objection to that person being
present.

(5) A strip search of a child who is at least 10 years of age but under 18 years
of age, or of a person who has impaired intellectual functioning, shall,

s 19D ASYLUM SEEKERS (REGIONAL PROCESSING CENTRE) ACT 2012
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unless it is not reasonably practicable in the circumstances, be conducted in
the presence of a parent or guardian of the person being searched or, if that
is not acceptable to the child or person, in the presence of another person,
other than an authorised officer, who is capable of representing the interests
of the person and who, as far as is practicable in the circumstances, is
acceptable to the person.

(6) A strip search shall not involve a search of a person’s body cavities or an
examination of the body by touch.

(7) A strip search shall not involve the removal of more clothes than the person
conducting the search believes on reasonable grounds to be reasonably
necessary for the purposes of the search.

(8) A strip search shall not involve more visual inspection than the person
conducting the search believes on reasonable grounds to be reasonably
necessary for the purposes of the search.

(9) A strip search may be conducted in the presence of a health practitioner of
the opposite sex to the person searched if the person being searched has no
objection to that person being present.

(10) This Section is in addition to the other requirements of this Act relating to
searches.

(11) In this Section, “impaired intellectual functioning” means:
(a) total or partial loss of a person’s mental functions;
(b) a disorder or malfunction that results in a person learning differently

from a person without the disorder or malfunction; or
(c) a disorder, illness or disease that affects a person’s thought processes,

perceptions of reality, emotions or judgment, or that results in
disturbed behaviour.

(12) A strip search shall not be conducted on a person who is under the age of
10 years.

[s 19D insrt Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [14], opn 21 May 2014]

19E General search provisions
[s 19E rep Act 23 of 2015 s 12, opn 23 Oct 2015]

20 Powers do not extend to other staff members
(1) Nothing in this Part confers powers of a kind referred to in this Part on a

staff member who is not a police officer or an authorised officer.

(2) This Section does not take away from any powers that a staff member may
have in particular circumstances under the Crimes Act 2016, the Criminal
Procedure Act 1972 or any other written law.

Example for subsection (2)

It is lawful for any person to use reasonable force in specified circumstances under
Sections 11(2) and 42B of the Criminal Procedure Act 1972.

[subs (2) am Act 18 of 2016 Sch 2 clauses 3, 4, opn 12 May 2016]

21 Power of police to search persons
(1) A police officer who suspects on reasonable grounds that a protected person

may have any prohibited item about his or her person may search the
person in accordance with this Section and detain him or her for that
purpose.
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(2) A police officer acting under subsection (1), may search the protected
person or clothing that is being worn by, or anything in the possession of,
the person.

(3) The right to search a protected person does not include the right to examine
his or her private person.

(4) A search of a protected person may only be conducted by a police officer of
the same sex as the person being searched.

(5) A police officer who during a search finds a prohibited item or to whom a
prohibited item is surrendered may seize that item.

(6) Where an item seized under subsection (5), is an item the possession of
which would constitute an offence, the police officer shall take appropriate
steps to have it dealt with according to law.

(7) Any other item seized under subsection (5), shall be retained and returned
to the protected person on him or her ceasing to reside at a regional
processing centre.

(8) Where it is not practicable to comply with subsection (7), the
Commissioner of Police may authorise the destruction or other disposal of
the item.

(9) Subsection (6) also applies to an item given to a police officer under
Section 18(3).

22 Power of police to search premises
(1) A police officer may, without warrant, break, enter and search any place

within a regional processing centre at or in which the police officer suspects
on reasonable grounds that a prohibited item may be found.

(2) A police officer may seize a prohibited item found by him or her in the
course of a search conducted under this Section and take appropriate steps
to have it dealt with according to law.

23 Power of police to arrest absentees
[s 23 rep Act 23 of 2015 s 13, opn 23 Oct 2015]

24 Authority to use reasonable force
(1) In the exercise of a power under this Part, a police officer or an authorised

officer may use reasonable force that is necessary to:
(a) compel a protected person to obey a reasonable and lawful order;
(b) restrain a protected person who is attempting or preparing to commit an

offence against this or another Act or a breach of discipline including
but not limited to an attempt to leave the Centre;

(c) restrain a protected person who is committing an offence against this or
another Act or a breach of discipline;

(d) prevent the protected person inflicting injury on himself or herself,
inflicting injury on other persons or damaging property; or

(e) compel any person who has been lawfully ordered to leave the Centre
facility and who refuses to do so, to leave the facility.

(2) An authorised officer who uses force against a protected person when
authorised by subsection (1), shall immediately report full details of the
matter to the Operational Manager of the regional processing centre of
where the force was used.

s 24 ASYLUM SEEKERS (REGIONAL PROCESSING CENTRE) ACT 2012
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(3) The police officer or an authorised officer may use such force only if the
officer:
(a) reasonably believes the act or omission permitting the use of force

cannot be stopped in another way;
(b) gives a clear warning of the intention to use force if the act or omission

does not stop;
(c) gives sufficient time for the warning to be observed; and
(d) attempts to use the force in a way that is proportionate to the threat and

is unlikely to cause death or grievous bodily harm.

(4) The police officer or authorised officer need not comply with subsection
(3)(b) or (c), if it would create a risk of injury to:
(a) the police officer or authorised person using the force; or
(b) someone other than the person who is committing the act or omission.

(5) The use of force may involve the use of instruments of restraint described
in Section 3.

[s 24 subst Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [16], opn 21 May 2014]

24A Handover and hand back of Centre

(1) This Section applies if the Secretary, in consultation with a service
provider, believes on reasonable grounds:
(a) that either:

(i) there exists in respect of the Centre an emergency affecting the
safety of protected persons, staff or visitors; or

(ii) there is an imminent threat of such an emergency; and
(b) that the service provider responsible for the management of the Centre

is unwilling or unable to immediately deal with that emergency or
threat, as the case requires, to the satisfaction of the Secretary.

(2) Where subsection (1) applies, the service provider may handover the
Centre to the police for any period that the Secretary considers necessary in
order to deal with the emergency or threatened emergency, and for that
purpose the police:
(a) has and may exercise and perform, in respect of the Centre, all the

powers, functions, and duties that would otherwise be exercisable or
performed by the service provider; and

(b) has all other powers that are necessary or desirable.

(3) Where the Secretary, on reasonable grounds believes that there is no longer
an imminent threat to the Centre, there shall be a hand back of the Centre,
including all the powers, functions and duties, from the police to the service
provider.

[s 24A insrt Act 3 of 2014 s 3 and Sch clause [17], opn 21 May 2014]

24B Powers in emergency

(1) This Section applies regardless of whether Section 24A has been activated.

(2) The Secretary may, in consultation with the Police:
(a) conclude that there is an existing emergency or imminent threat of

emergency, including but not limited to a breach of the peace or order
of the Centre;
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(b) establish a blockade consisting of any appropriate form of barrier or
obstruction preventing or limiting the passage of vehicles and persons
to or from the Centre or any Centre facility; and

(c) declare the immediate suspension of Section 18C.

(3) Any blockade erected as a result of subsection 2(b), remains the
responsibility of the Commissioner of Police or his or her nominee.

(4) Where the Secretary, on reasonable grounds believes that there is no longer
an existing emergency or imminent threat of emergency to the Centre, he or
she shall declare Section 18C to resume operation.

[s 24B subst Act 23 of 2015 s 14, opn 23 Oct 2015]

25 Protection from liability
A police officer or an authorised officer is not liable in any civil or criminal
proceedings for anything done in the exercise or the purported exercise of a
power under this Part, if the thing was done in good faith on reasonable grounds.

26 Other police powers not affected
Powers conferred on a police officer under this Act are in addition to any other
power that the police officer has.

s 26 ASYLUM SEEKERS (REGIONAL PROCESSING CENTRE) ACT 2012
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PART 5 — MISCELLANEOUS

27 Delegation
The Secretary may delegate to a public officer his or her functions or powers
under this Act, other than a function or power specified by the Regulations.

28 Regulations

(1) The Cabinet may make regulations under this Act.

(2) The Regulations may be of general application or vary in their application
according to prescribed factors.
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Regional Processing Centre
Rules 2016

TABLE OF AMENDMENTS

The Regional Processing Centre Rules 2016 SL 1 was notified and commenced on
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These Rules are made under Division 2 of the Asylum Seekers (Regional Processing

Centre) Act 2012 (“the Act”) as in force, for the good order and management of the
Regional Processing Centre (“the Centre”), and the care and welfare of persons residing
there.

These Rules enter into force upon notification in the Government Gazette. They will be
translated and made available to all persons living at, working at, or visiting the Centre.
They may be amended from time to time in accordance with the Act. These Rules
supersede the Centre Rules dated July 2014.

1 General

1.1 Everyone living or working at the Centre has the right to feel safe and to
be treated with dignity and respect. Everyone has a part to play in making
the Centre a safe and respectful environment.

2 Laws of the Republic

2.1 The written laws of the Republic apply to everyone in the Centre, including
all persons residing at the Centre, staff and visitors. All persons shall
comply with the written laws of the Republic.

2.2 If any person commits an offence under the laws of the Republic at the
Centre, the matter will be referred to police and charges may be laid.

2.3 Incidents of violent behaviour (including any threats, assaults, domestic
violence or abuse of children) will be reported to the Police.

2.4 Everyone has a responsibility to report actual or suspected domestic
violence, child abuse, assault, harassment or bullying of any other persons
visiting, working or residing at the Centre.

2.5 It is prohibited to discriminate against any person because of their sex or
gender, marital status, pregnancy, parental status and family responsibility,
sexual preference or gender identity, disability, impairment or handicap,
race, colour, creed, national or ethnic origin, age, religious or political
beliefs.

3 Responsibilities of Persons Residing at the Centre

3.1 At all times, all persons residing at the Centre shall:
3.1.1 comply with these Centre Rules;
3.1.2 comply with all reasonable orders and directions from an Operational

Manager or a service provider that are in the interests of the safety,
good order and maintenance of the Centre;

3.1.3 look after the buildings, furniture and facilities and not damage or alter
property, marquees or equipment;

3.1.4 treat others respectfully, and not do anything that puts at risk or
endangers the safety and welfare of any person in the Centre. Bullying
or harassment of anyone living in, working at, or visiting the Centre is
prohibited;

3.1.5 not behave in a way that adversely affects, or is likely to adversely
affect, the security and good order of the Centre;
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3.1.6 not possess, control, solicit or hide prohibited or controlled items (see
Section 8);

3.1.7 not remove any consumables off site for the purpose of exchanging,
selling, bartering outside the Centre;

3.1.8 not participate in any form of exchange or bartering within the Centre.
This includes the provision of gifts or any material goods or favours;

3.1.9 follow instructions of the service provider when on an excursion.
Excursion arrangements are agreed with the local community and/ or
Government of Nauru, and agreed conditions shall be complied with or
permission to hold the excursion may be revoked;

3.1.10 respect local people, property and their culture at all times. Persons
residing at the Centre shall not use inappropriate language, behave or
dress inappropriately or solicit when interacting with the community;

3.1.11 not access websites, share, upload or download files or store
information containing pornography or material that could incite
violence, racism, hatred or which may cause offence;

3.1.12 not have or possess or consume any alcohol or drugs that have not been
prescribed for the user or are used other than prescribed; and

3.1.13 present identification cards upon request.

4 Living Together

4.1 In order to promote a respectful living environment, all persons

residing at the Centre shall:

4.1.1 keep the Centre, accommodation, living and bathroom areas clean and
tidy;

4.1.2 respect the needs of each individual sharing the accommodation area;
4.1.3 request permission before entering into other people’s living area;
4.1.4 reside in allocated accommodation room(s) and not change rooms

without permission from a service provider;
4.1.5 keep noise to a respectful level after 10pm and before 7am;
4.1.6 abide by such curfews as may be set from time to time;
4.1.7 not damage or remove property that belongs to another person or the

Centre;
4.1.8 not get involved in violence, and stay away if there is an incidence of

violence or aggression;
4.1.9 not participate in intimidation or harassment and report any cases to a

service provider; and
4.1.10 report any actual or suspected cases of domestic violence, child abuse

or any type of assault to a service provider.

4.2 Smoking:
4.2.1 Smoking is only permitted in designated smoking areas. Smoking is not

permitted in vehicles or on excursions.
4.2.2 Children under the age of 18 are not permitted to smoke in the Centre,

nor to enter designated smoking areas.
4.2.3 Children under the age of 18 cannot purchase cigarettes; adults cannot

use children’s points to purchase cigarettes.

5 Caring for Children

5.1 All persons shall seek to ensure the safety of children in the Centre.
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5.2 Parents are responsible for supervising their children in accommodation
and common areas (mess, playground, recreational area) at all times and
while outside the Centre, unless it is an organised excursion and the child
is under the supervision of a service provider.

5.3 Parents are responsible for ensuring that their children attend school,
observe the Centre Rules and respect other people and property.

5.4 Children under the age of 18 should not leave the Centre without being
accompanied by a responsible adult.

6 Responsibilities of Staff
6.1 At all times, staff at the Centre shall:

6.1.1 seek to ensure that the Centre is a safe environment for all persons
residing therein, staff and visitors;

6.1.2 comply with these Centre Rules, contractual obligations including the
code of conduct and written guidelines;

6.1.3 maintain professionalism and treat everyone with dignity and respect;
6.1.4 not engage in violent behaviour, including threats, bullying,

harassment, discrimination, assaults or any other behaviours that may
affect the safety and welfare of those living in, working at, or visiting
the Centre. Report any actual or suspected incidents of such conduct to
the Operational Manager;

6.1.5 not have, control, provide or hide prohibited or controlled items or
engage in any activity that may risk or endanger the safety and
wellbeing of others in the Centre;

6.1.6 not participate in any form of exchange or bartering within the Centre.
This includes the provision of gifts or any material goods or favours;

6.1.7 not engage in any form of sexual exploitation. This means any actual or
attempted abuse of a position of vulnerability, differential power or
trust for sexual purposes. It is strictly prohibited to exchange money,
goods, services or favours for sex including sexual favours or any
forms of humiliating, degrading or exploitative behaviour. This
includes withholding any assistance that is due to persons residing in
the Centre;

6.1.8 not take, steal, possess or remove any RPC property including damaged
property and consumables off site without the prior approval of the
Operational Manager;

6.1.9 not have or possess or consume any alcohol or drugs that have not been
prescribed for the user or are used other than prescribed. Smoke only in
the designated smoking areas; and

6.1.10 follow reasonable directions relating to UAMs from the Minister or his
delegated guardian.

7 Restricted Areas
7.1 Only authorised people are permitted to enter restricted areas in or around

the Centre. Signs will indicate if an area is restricted. Restricted areas
include the security control room, transferee property room, generator
areas, fire pump room, water treatment plant, server rooms, and areas
which are identified as staff only.

8 Prohibited/Controlled Items

8.1 Prohibited items are items which are not allowed in the Centre.
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“Prohibited item” has the same definition as in the Act and covers:
8.1.1 a firearm, knife or other article made or adapted for use, or capable of

being used, for inflicting bodily injury;
8.1.2 an explosive or other lethal device within the meaning of the Counter

Terrorism and Transnational Organised Crime Act 2004;
8.1.3 liquor within the meaning the Liquor Control Act 2017;
8.1.4 illicit drugs within the meaning of the Illicit Drugs Control Act 2004 or

any equipment for administering such drugs; or
8.1.5 any other article designated as prohibited or controlled by the

Operational Manager.

8.2 A knife under 8.1.1 is not a prohibited item if used by service providers in
the normal course of their duties.

8.3 Items used by the Nauru Police Force or authorised officers in the normal
course of their duties or to maintain the safety and good order of the Centre
are not prohibited items (eg a firearm under 8.1.1).

8.4 A controlled item means any article provided in a list by an Operational
Manager under Section 18(3) of the Act. It may be approved by lead
security personnel and/or Government of Nauru for certain staff or visitors
to bring in to the Centre.

9 Entry Requirements/Screening

9.1 Entry and exit to the Centre and/or to residential accommodation and living
areas is restricted to personnel whose entry is approved.

9.2 Photo identification cards or approved visitor passes shall be worn by staff
and visitors at all times.

9.3 All persons and vehicles entering the Centre are subject to screening, frisk
search, bag checks and vehicle searches upon entry and exit.

9.4 Visitors shall be approved by the Government of Nauru, ABF or a service
provider manager, and be escorted at all times.

9.5 A legal practitioner who wishes to enter the Centre in order to provide legal
advice to a client residing in the centre will be permitted to enter by the
Operational Manager, but will be subject to the same security requirements
as any other visitor to the Centre.

10 Complaint Processes

10.1 It is a requirement that service providers establish and maintain an
independent, transparent and accountable complaint process and that all
persons working or residing at the Centre are made familiar with the
system.

11 Breach of Centre Rules

11.1 The criminal law of the Republic will be used to prosecute any criminal
acts committed by any person in the Centre.

11.2 Breach of 3.1.10 may result in suspension of internet access for up to one
month.

11.3 Breaches of other centre rules by asylum seekers may result in the
withdrawal of privileges (for example, external excursions, points). The
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extent and type of penalty will be agreed between the Operational
Managers, and senior representatives of the health, welfare and security
service providers.

11.4 Breaches of centre rules by staff members may result in disciplinary action
including dismissal.

11.5 All breaches will be brought to the attention of the Operational Managers.
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